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Complete Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE®
Extended Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE provides for the second year of a twoyear course leading to the Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics Extended Level
examination from University of Cambridge International Examinations. This is the
second of two books (Core and Extended), which together completely cover the
syllabus for the Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics Extended Level. Students may
either study the whole of the Core course in their first year, followed by the
Extended in their second year, or they may study 1 from Core followed
immediately by 1 from Extended. Either way, the books are designed to be worked
through sequentially and can be used both as classroom textbooks and for selfstudy.

Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Additional Mathematics
Coursebook
This text offers key facts; worked examples; international contexts; questions,
including those from past exam papers; in-built revision; and full coverage of
IGCSE syllabuses for secondary maths pupils in overseas schools taking IGCSE.

Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics Core and Extended 4th edition
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Engage students with examiner Sue Pemberton's unique, active-learning approach,
ideal for EAL students. This new edition is fully aligned to the Extended part of the
latest Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics syllabus (0580), for examination from 2020.

Core Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE® with CD-ROM (Third
Edition)
Build confidence for the latest Cambridge syllabus with the trusted and rigorous
approach of Complete Mathematics, now in its 4th edition. Written by renowned
author David Rayner, the practice-based approach ensures top Cambridge IGCCE
results. This new edition is fully updated for the latest Cambridge syllabus for first
examination in 2017, with new chapters on Compound Interest Formulas and
Perpendicular Lines. In addition to a wealth of practice, it includes clear
explanations and worked examples to embed the strong understanding required
for the step up to further study.

IGCSE Cambridge International Mathematics (0607) Extended
Written by an experienced mathematics teacher Karen Morrison, the text is
enquiry-based, designed for face-to-face learning and has an interactive approach
to the subject. Case studies and questions are used to help students understand
the implications of the topic.

Mathematics
This Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics Core and Extended series has been authored
to meet the requirements of the Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics syllabus
(0580/0980), for first examination from 2020. This second edition of Cambridge
IGCSE® Mathematics Core and Extended Coursebook offers complete coverage of
the Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics (0580/0980) syllabus. It contains detailed
explanations and clear worked examples, followed by practice exercises to allow
students to consolidate the required mathematical skills. The coursebook offers
opportunities for checking prior knowledge before starting a new chapter and
testing knowledge with end-of-chapter and exam-practice exercises. Core and
Extended materials are presented within the same book and are clearly signposted
to allow students to see the range of mathematics required for study at this level.
Answers are at the back of the book.

Complete International Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE®
Extended
Build confidence for the Extended part of the latest Cambridge IGCSE syllabus
(0580) with the trusted and rigorous approach of Complete Mathematics, now in its
Fifth Edition. From renowned author David Rayner, the practice-based approach
ensures top Cambridge IGCSE results.

Extended Mathematics for IGCSE
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The most cost effective and straightforward way to teach the revised syllabus, with
all the core and extended content covered by a single book and accompanying free
digital resources. a. This title has been written for the revised Cambridge IGCSE
Mathematics (0580) syllabus, for first teaching from 2013. a. A aaaaaaa Gives
students the practice they require to deepen their understanding through plenty of
questions. A aaaaaaa Consolidates learning with unique digital resources on the
CD, included free with every Student's Book. a. We are working with Cambridge
International Examinations to gain endorsement for this title. a"

Pure Mathematics C3 C4
Cambridge International AS and A Level Psychology
Coursebook
The Cambridge IGCSE Physics Coursebook has been written and developed to
provide full support for the University of Cambridge International Examinations
(CIE) IGCSE Physics syllabus (0625). The book is in full colour and includes a free
CD-ROM. Topics are introduced in terms of their relevance to life in the 21st
century. The CD-ROM offers a full range of supporting activities for independent
learning, with exemplar examination questions and worked answers with
commentary. Activity sheets and accompanying notes are also included on the CDROM.Written and developed to provide full support for the Cambridge IGCSE
Physics syllabus offered by CIE.

Cambridge Checkpoint Science Coursebook 9
This new Teacher's Resource Pack offers expert support for your IGCSE teaching.
The Teacher's Guide includes lesson plans and worksheets, while the Teacher's CD
offers a host of customisable worksheets and ready-made editable PowerPoints.
Fully endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations.

Complete Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE®
Skills-focused resources to support the study of Cambridge International AS and A
Level Psychology (9990) for first examination in 2018. This vibrant coursebook is
tailored to the Cambridge International AS and A Level Psychology (9990) syllabus
for first examination in 2018 and is endorsed by Cambridge International
Examinations. It contains rigorous, comprehensive coverage at the most
appropriate level of depth and detail for the course. The coursebook contains extra
focus on the key concepts of research methods and ethics as well as crucial
debates such as nature versus nurture. The content encourages the development
of necessary skills of analysis, interpretation, application and evaluation and
promotes understanding of ethical and moral issues and their implications for
psychological research.

International Maths for Cambridge IGCSE Print and Online
Student Book
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With a clear, concise approach, this comprehensive resource will support your EAL
learners in understanding key scientific concepts. A step-by-step approach will help
every learner reach their potential in science. This second edition is up-to-date for
the latest Cambridge syllabus, and we are working with Cambridge towards
endorsement.

Higher GCSE Mathematics Revision and Practice
This new Teacher's Resource Pack offers expert support for your IGCSE teaching.
The Teacher's Guide includes lesson plans and worksheets, while the Teacher's CD
offers a host of customisable worksheets and ready-made editable PowerPoints.
Fully endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations.

Extended Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE® with CD-ROM
(Third Edition)
No further information has been provided for this title.

Essential Physics for Cambridge Igcse(r) 2nd Edition
This second edition, written especially to support the University of Cambridge
International Examinations IGCSE Mathematics (0580) syllabus, is now in full colour
and includes a student's CD. The text is ideal for students following the Extended
Curriculum. International contexts are used throughout to aid understanding and
ensure this text is relevant to students everywhere.

Extended Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE® Teacher's
Resource Pack
Build confidence for the latest Cambridge syllabus with the clear, practice-based
approach of the Complete Mathematics Revision Guide. Supporting the Student
Book, it is packed with clear explanations and practice to support exam potential.
It includes new chapters on Compound Interest Formulas and Perpendicular Lines.

Cambridge Igcse Mathematics
Build confidence for the latest Cambridge syllabus with the trusted and rigorous
approach of Complete Mathematics, now in its 4th edition. Written by renowned
author David Rayner, the practice-based approach ensures top Cambridge IGCCE
results. This new edition is fully updated for the latest Cambridge syllabus for first
examination in 2017, with new chapters on Compound Interest Formulas and
Perpendicular Lines. In addition to a wealth of practice, it includes clear
explanations and worked examples to embed the strong understanding required
for the step up to further study.

Mathematics Revision Guide: IGCSE
A series of titles written to cover the complete Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics
(0580) syllabus and endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations.
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Core Mathematics for IGCSE
This text offers key facts; worked examples; international contexts; questions,
including those from past exam papers; in-built revision; and full coverage of
IGCSE syllabuses for secondary maths pupils in overseas schools taking IGCSE.

Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics Extended Practice Book
Extended Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE
Build confidence for the latest Cambridge syllabus with the trusted and rigorous
approach of Complete Mathematics, now in its 4th edition. Written by renowned
author David Rayner, the practice-based approach ensures top Cambridge IGCSE
results with new chapters on Compound Interest Formulas and Perpendicular Lines.

Core Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE® Teacher's Resource
Pack
Extended Mathematics Fof Igcse
An expert dual approach - with David Rayner injecting his well-known rigour and
exact match to the Cambridge IGCSE® (0607) specification, plus IB Maths
specialist Jim Fensom incorporating the enrichment and IB-focus needed for
success in future IB study. The resource is fully up-to-date and matched to the
latest Cambridge syllabus. It provides thorough exam support, with a practicebased approach and plenty of worked examples to reinforce understanding. it
includes free access to online resources focused on building assessment
confidence, with revision help and a whole suite of past exam papers. This
resource offers just the right amount of rigour for Cambridge IGCSE International
Mathematics and is specially tailored for IB preparation, with integrated graphics
calculator guidance providing invaluable support. A solid foundation which will
sufficiently challenge students to hit the ground running in IB Maths.

Complete Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE®
Whatever specification you teach, GCSE Mathematics: Revision and Practice by
David Rayner remains an all-round winner. With the latest edition presented in full
colour and completely updated for the new GCSE specifications from 2015, this
uniquely effective series continues to increase your students' chance of success
with your chosen exam board. This book is targeted at the Higher tier GCSE, and
provides a wealth of practice with careful progression, alongside substantial
revision support for the new-style grading and exam questions. With all the new
topics included, and a dedicated section on using and applying mathematics, this
unique resource can be used either as a course book over two or three years or as
a revision text in the run-up to exams. GCSE Mathematics: Revision and Practice
provides invaluable support for your GCSE maths programme.
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Mathematics: IGCSE
New edition of our best-selling IGCSE Mathematics textbook

Core Mathematics for IGCSE
Written by well-respected authors, the suite provides a comprehensive, structured
resource which covers the full Cambridge Secondary 1 framework and seamlessly
progresses into the next stage. This engaging course supports teaching of the
Science framework both theoretically and practically, with full coverage of the
Scientific Enquiry framework integrated throughout the series. This Coursebook for
Stage 9 gives a thorough introduction to the concepts, and offers a wealth of ideas
for hands-on activities to make the subject matter come to life. Integrated review
of topics from Stages 7 and 8 as well as full coverage of the Stage 9 content
provides preparation for the Cambridge Checkpoint Science test and a solid
foundation for progression into the Cambridge IGCSE Sciences.

Revision and Practice: GCSE Maths: Foundation Student Book
This is a new edition of an existing textbook, with updated content for the 2006
syllabus. It is designed to be a student main text, and contains all you need to pass
the IGCSE Extended exam.

Cambridge IGCSE Physics Coursebook with CD-ROM
Exam board: Cambridge Assessment International Education Level: IGCSE Subject:
Mathematics First teaching: September 2018 First exams: Summer 2020 This title
is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full
syllabus for examination from 2020. Rely on a tried-and-tested approach to
improving mathematical skills; ensure full coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE
Mathematics Core and Extended syllabus (0580/0980) with a new emphasis on
problem-solving. - Trust an experienced team of authors offering advice on how to
put theory into practice with plenty of exercises, worked examples and solutions. Develop problem-solving skills with guidance on problem-solving techniques to
help complete open-ended investigations. - Apply problem-solving skills with multistage questions encouraging independent decisions on routes to a solution. Consolidate learning with activities, extra questions, practice tests and answers to
selected questions online. Available in this series: Student Textbook Fourth edition
(ISBN 9781510421684) Student eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420649) Whiteboard
eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420656) Workbook (ISBN 9781510421707) Online
Teacher's Guide (ISBN 9781510424197) Study and Revision Guide (ISBN
9781510421714)

Cambridge Igcse Mathematics Core and Extended
An expert dual approach - with David Rayner injecting his well-known rigour and
exact match to the Cambridge IGCSE(R) (0607) specification, plus IB Maths
specialist Jim Fensom incorporating the enrichment and IB-focus needed for
success in future IB study. The resource is fully up-to-date and matched to the
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latest Cambridge syllabus. It provides thorough exam support with a practicebased approach and plenty of worked examples to reinforce understanding. Free
online access to resources focused on building assessment confidence, with
revision help and a whole suite of past exam papers. This resource offers just the
right amount of rigour for Cambridge IGCSE International Mathematics and is
specially tailored for IB preparation, with integrated graphics calculator guidance
providing invaluable support. A solid foundation which will sufficiently challenge
students to hit the ground running in IB Maths.

Checkpoint Maths
This third edition provides full coverage of the most recent Cambridge IGCSE
syllabus in a highly accessible way. It also comes with a free CD, which includes
additional exam style questions, interactive exercises and revision tips. Endorsed
by University of Cambridge International Examinations.

Complete Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE®
This revision tool is a must for all Cambridge IGCSE Maths students. It can be used
as an ongoing reference book or as an aid for final exam preparation. All areas of
the CIE syllabus are covered and examples are used that are typical of past-paper
questions with each step fully explained, answers provided and grade descriptions
available.

Complete Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE Student Book
(Core)
These resources have been created for the Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level
Additional Mathematics syllabuses (0606/4037), for first examination from 2020.
This coursebook gives clear explanations of new mathematical concepts followed
by exercises. This allows students to practise the skills required and gain the
confidence to apply them. Classroom discussion exercises and extra challenge
questions have been designed to deepen students' understanding and stimulate
interest in Mathematics. Answers to coursebook questions are in the back of the
book.

Complete Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE® Extended
This third edition provides full coverage of the most recent Cambridge IGCSE
syllabus in a highly accessible way. It also comes with a free CD, which includes
additional exam style questions, interactive exercises and revision tips. Endorsed
by Cambridge International Examinations.

Pemberton Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE® Extended
Written by an examiner and subject specialist, this updated resource develops
analysis and critical thinking skills, with a focus on progression and results. The
accompanying support site is packed with additional content to cement exam skills
and extend learning.
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Core Mathematics for Cambridge IGCSE
Checkpoint Maths is the first 11-14 series to be written specifically for students
who are preparing for the University of Cambridge International Examinations
Checkpoint test and IGCSE exam. The series is fully endorsed by CIE and is
included in their Checkpoint Mathematics Resources List. - Written for an
international audience - Includes plenty of exercises for practice - Contains
extention material to stretch more able students - Investigations at the end of each
section illustration applications of the work covered - ICT is an integral part of the
course, with ICT activities at the end of each section

Essential Maths
With the latest edition in full colour and completely updated for the new GCSE
specifications from 2015, this series continues to increase your students' chance of
success with your chosen exam board. This book provides a wealth of practice with
careful progression alongside substantial revision support for the new-style grading
and exam questions.

IGCSE Mathematics
This text offers: key facts; worked examples; international contexts; questions
including past exam paper questions; inbuilt revision; and full coverage of IGCSE
syllabuses for secondary maths pupils in overseas schools taking IGCSE.

Essential Mathematics
Build confidence for the latest Cambridge syllabus with the trusted and rigorous
approach of Complete Mathematics, now in its 4th edition. Written by renowned
author David Rayner, the practice-based approach ensures top Cambridge IGCCE
results with new chapters on Compound Interest Formulas and Perpendicular Lines.

Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics Core and Extended
Coursebook
Completely covers the syllabus for Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics Core Level.
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